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ON SINGULAR CRITICAL POINTS
OF POSITIVE OPERATORS IN KREIN SPACES
BRANKO CURGUS, AURELIAN GHEONDEA, AND HEINZ LANGER
(Communicated by David R. Larson)
ABSTRACT.
We give an example of a positive operator B in a Krein space
with the following properties: the nonzero spectrum of B consists of isolated
simple eigenvalues, the norms of the orthogonal spectral projections in the
Krein space onto the eigenspaces of B are uniformly bounded and the point
oo is a singular critical point of B.

An operator A in the Krein space (K, [., *]) is said to be positive if [Ax, x] > 0
for all nonzero x in the domain of A. A bounded positive operator A in the Krein
space (K, [ *, *]) has a projection valued spectral function E with 0 being its only
possible critical point (see [1, Theorem IV.1.5] or [5, Section 11.3.]). Recall that, by
[5, Proposition 5.6], the condition

IIE((-oo,a])II< C_ < oo for all a < 0

(1)

is equivalent to the existence of the limit lim,1o E((-oo, a]) in the strong operator
topology. Similarly,

IIE([3, oo))II< C+ < o for all 3 > 0

(2)

is equivalent to the existence of the limit limg30E([3, +oo)) in the strong operator
topology. Since 0 is not an eigenvalue of a positive operator A, [5, Proposition 3.2]
implies that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Also, if 0 is a critical point, it is said to be
regular if one of the conditions (1) or (2) is fulfilled. If the critical point 0 is not
regular, it is called singular.
In the sequel the operator A considered will have a discrete spectrum outside 0.
Examples of bounded positive operators in K having 0 as a singular critical point can
be constructed as follows (see also the examples in [2, Section 1], [3], [4]). Consider
a sequence of two-dimensional Krein spaces Kn = ?2 with fundamental symmetry
JA =

(

0
?1) and positive operatorsAn in ICY;denote by A+ (A-, respectively)

its positive (negative, respectively) eigenvalues and by PZ (Pn-, respectively) the
orthogonal (in /Cn) projection onto the corresponding eigenspace.
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<C
IIAnII

for all n, A+ 4 0, A- TO.0 IIPII

00

n -+

oo, then A

An is a bounded positive operator in

=

-

oo if

00

=
IAC

n=1

as a singular critical point. Evidently,
a(A) - {A+, AIn

E

ICn
n=1

having 0

N} U{O},

-4 oo if n -* oo, that is, the eigenvectors f:, fin of A corresponding
and IIE({AfA})II
to A+ and A-, respectively, become arbitrarily close if n is large.
The question arises whether or not 0 can be a singular critical point of a positive
operator A in ICwith discrete spectrum {A+, A- Inc N} in Cc
\ {0} if the projections
A'
are
uniformly
bounded.
It
is
the
aim
this
of
note
to
show that the answer
})
Ef
is yes: We will construct a bounded positive operator A in a Krein space IC, such
that the projections E({4A}) corresponding to the single eigenvalues are uniformly
bounded but, nevertheless,

n

> 0,

11E(fA41 v * , AnD})l

>o

.

Our construction is based on the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let 7n be an n-dimensional vector space with a positive definite scalar
product ( *,I ). Then there exist a basis fni, . . . , fnn of n and a positive contraction
Sn in 74n such that
0 < I < ||fnk| <1- 2,

11Sn- 1|= n)

(Snfnj,

= jki

fnk)

j,k = 1, ... in

, enn be an orthonormal
Proof. Let enl ..
basis of 1-n, let Tn be the selfadjoint
transformation in 7An given by Tnenl = /eni
Tnenj = enj j = 2,... , n, and
in 7Hn, and
put Sn = Tn2. Evidently,
contraction
selfadjoint
Sn is a positive
= 1/n. Therefore
mina(Sn)
IIS;-1II= n. Let (ukl ... Ukn), k = 1,... In, be

an orthonormal

basis of the n-dimensional
space of row vectors with components
= l/y?,
j = 1,... , n. Then U = (ukJ)k j-1 is a unitary matrix

in C, such that uj
with u1j = I//',

j = 1, . . .,I

n.

Put
n

,n.

fnlj= Zukienkjje=1...
k=1
Then

Oni) j

1, ...

I n, is an orthonormal

IT~q$~II2
IlTnnj2= n-

basis of 1-n and

n
+E
n

Ukj12

k=:2n

Hence

(Sn fnj

1--j

1

= 1,. .. ,n.

< 2. Let fnj = Tnnj
j =1,...
,n. Then 1 < I1fnjLI < 2 and
=
=
.
.
.
k
n.
The
lemma
is proved.
=
6jk, j,
(q$)nj,qOnk)
fnk)
1,
2

1 < IITnInjll

Lemma 2. Let (7H,(., I)) be a separable Hilbert space and let P be a positive,
bounded and boundedly invertible operator in 'H. Let qOj, j E N, be a Riesz basis of 'H such that (Pq9j,qOk)= 6jk, j,k E N, and let Ai E C, j E N, be a
bounded sequence. Define the operator A in 'H by Aqj = Aj?qj, j E N. Then,
A can be extended by continuity to a boundedlinear operator in 'H such that hAil?
ViIPIIIIP-lIl sup{IAjI, j E N}.
Proof.

For a bounded

and boundedly

invertible

positive

operator

P we have
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Since the vectors j, j E N, are orthonormal with respect to the inner product
(P., .), it follows that
(PAxAx) < (sup{IAj1,j EN})2(Px,x),
(4)
Combining (3) and (4) we get

x E R.

(Ax,Ax) < IIP-1HI(PAx,Ax) < IIP-1l (sup{IAj1,j E N})2(Px,x)
< lp-1II IPII(sup{IAjlIj E

=

lAx 11

and the lemma follows.
Theorem. There exist a Krein space (KC,[., ]) and a boundedpositive operator A
in KCwith the following properties:
(a) The nonzero spectrum of A consists of isolated simple eigenvalues.
(b) The point 0 is a singular critical point of A.
(c) The norms of the orthogonal projections in the Krein space (IC,[ ]) onto
the eigenspaces of A are uniformly bounded.
= AHn.Let Cn =
Proof. With the notation as in Lemma 1, choose An+ =AAn+JDH- be the direct sum of the Hilbert spaces (J-j (., )). The positive definite
inner product on Cn is also denoted by (, ). All norms in Cn correspond to this
- with the indefinite inner product [,.]
inner product. Endow Cn = An+ An-

(Q _).

given by the fundamentalsymmetry Jn =

Consider the operator

K: = (In-Sn)1/2 acting from An+into A- as an angular operator in KCn.Here Sn is
the operator constructed in Lemma 1. Let L+ be the graph of K: in ICn= An+ED7Then L+ is an n-dimensional maximal positive subspace in KCn.It is spanned by
the vectors f fnk
(5)

=

fnk
kK~ffnk}k

[f k' f +] = (fnk

1
k = 1,.,,an
n, and

fnj)

-

(KZ fnkK

fnj)

= (Snfnk

fnj)

= 6kjX

(6)
1f+k12 = Lfnk12+ |KZfnk12 < 2|fnk 112< 8.
Denote by L- the orthogonal complement of L+ in the Krein space Kcn.Then L- is
a maximal negative subspace of KCn.The operator Kn- = (In - Sn)1/2, acting from
7n- into 7H+ is the angular operator of L-. The subspace L- is spanned by the
vectors

=

fik

k = 1,... ,n. This follows from the linear independence

(K/ink)

of fnlXXX-,fXnn and the relation
(7)

[fn'fnk]

=

(fnj

= (fnj

Kn fnk)
(I-

-

(KZ fnjf fnk)

Sn)1/2 fnk) -((I

-

Sn)1/2ffnj

Ink)

= 0.

The decomposition Cn = L+ []4LC-is a fundamental decomposition of (Kcn,[a .]).
Solving a corresponding system of vector equations we find that the orthogonal
(fundamental) projections Qn of the Krein space Cn onto Lnj are given by
Q+

(In)S-1

(In

-KI)

,

n

=

n)

1 (-K:

In)

From Lemma 1 it follows that ISn-11= n. This and the above matrix representations of Q1 imply that
(8)

n ?HQn%
<
II< 2n .
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Consequently, for any f E KI we have
IIQ':f 11< 2nIlf 11
It follows from (5) that the vectors fn,
the Hilbert space (L+, [ v]). Denote by

Kf
r+
+

PPnk =

f+

[fnkfk]

f]

...

,

f + form an orthonormal basis in

I knkk=1...,n

I

nk

the orthogonal projection in the Krein space Kn onto the subspace spanned by the
vector f+kI k 1,... ,n. Then, by (5) and (6),
1?

(9)

IIPk1I
-

IfkII

<8,

I
nkf[ik]

k=1,...

,n

Further, the operator

Anl =Qn'

]). In particular, the inner product

is a fundamental symmetry in (Kn [,
(a Y)l :=

Qn-

[JnlX, Y], ahy E Kni

is positive definite. Therefore, the operator JnJnl is positive and invertible in
the Hilbert space (Ksn (.v )). Note also that Jn1 = Jn- . It follows from (8) that
< IIQf+l
+ IIQII < 4n. Consequently,
IIJJnII= IJJn-11II1

< 4n
IIJnJnl|= II(JnJnl)1II

(10)

The vectors f +j, f-7 j, k = 1,... ,n, are orthonormal in (Kn, (.v
from (5), (7) and the relation
(ft3

fnk)=

[(Qn

Qn)frj7 fink]

[Qnfrj7 fink]

=

[fnj,

)1) This follows

fik]

=

Now we can apply Lemma 2 to the vectors f+j7 f k- j, k = 1,... ,n, and the
positive operator JnJni: For given A,..., An E C define an operator An by

Anf

A-'=nif -'-I j =

1,*..

n,

and then extend it by linearity to ICn.It follows from Lemma 2 and (10) that
( 1)

< 4nmax{lA41|, j = 1, ... ,n} < 4C.
IIAnI?

Let K be the Krein space which is the direct orthogonal sum of the Krein spaces
Kn/ n EN,
00

K;: = (

Ken

n=1

The vectors f+ -, j = 1, ... , n, n E N, constructed above are considered as elements
of K and the Krein spaces Kn, n E N, are considered as mutually orthogonal
subspaces of K. The vectors f +,7 j = 1,... In, form a basis for Kn. Let A+ , j =
1, ..., n, be distinct real numbers such that ?A+. > 0, j = 1, ..., n, and such that
there exists a constant C with
(12)

nmax{jA+j.j, j = 1,... ,n} < C

for all n E N.
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Put
00

A:= (A

An

n=1

Then A is a positive operator in the Krein space (K, [I, .]), and from (11) and (12)
< 4C. Since the linear span of the vectors fl , j = 1,... ,n,
we get 11A11
E N,
is dense in KI,it follows from the spectral theorem (see [1, Theorem IV.1.5] or [5,
Theorem 3.1]) that the nonzero spectrum of A consists of the simple eigenvalues
A?, j = 1,... ,n, n E N. Consequently, the left-hand side of the inequality (8)
implies that 0 is a singular critical point of A and the right-hand side of the inequality (9) implies that the norms of the orthogonal projections in (KI,[ *, *]) onto
D
the eigenspaces of A are uniformly bounded by 8. The theorem is proved.
Remark. We can arrange the numbers A+, j = 1,... ,n, n E N, in a lower triangular table. Also, we can put the sequence { X m E N} in a lower triangular
table by ending each row with a triangular number 2(7+1) in the denominator. A
comparison of these two tables leads to
(13)

A?:=

((

2l)+j)

, j-1..

n nEN

In this way we get
{JA?, j = 1,...

n, n e

}={

, mEN}.

The numbers A?jin (13) satisfy (12) with C = 2. The proof of the Theorem implies
that the nonzero spectrum of the operator A, which was constructed by means of
the numbers A? from (13), consists of the simple eigenvalues ? , m E N.
If we consider the inverse B = A-1 of the operator A from the previous theorem
and with the specific choice of numbers A?. as in the Remark, we get:
Corollary. There exist a Krein space (IC,[*, ]) and an unboundedpositive operator
B in KCwith the following properties:
(a) The nonzero spectrum of B consists of isolated simple eigenvalues.
(b) The point ox is a singular critical point of B.
(c) For each positive number Auwe have
11E([a,b))1 < 8[LA] whenever b-a

< A

where E is the spectral function of B and Lu] denotes the largest integer
smaller than it.
Proof. Let A be the operator defined in the proof of the Theorem with the specific
choice of the numbers ?A7njas in the Remark. Then B = A-1 is a positive operator
with a nonempty resolvent set (see e.g. [5, Proposition 3.1]), and a(B) = Z \ {0}.
Let A > 0 be arbitrary and let 0 < b - a < i. Then the interval [a, b) contains at
E
most LA]eigenvalues of B. Therefore, IE([a, b))II< 8L[AJ.
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